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A new statistical model for multiparticle production ine1e2 annihilation is proposed based on the idea of
the longitudinal phase space with limited transverse momentum. The longitudinal rapidity space is divided into
cells of equal size in order to take into account the Bose-Einstein correlations~BECs! with a finite correlation
lengthdy. The maximum entropy method is used to determine the probability distributions of the final state
pions~or r mesons! for a given mean multiplicity, mean transverse momentum, and mean total energy. Event
simulation based on our model is performed in two extreme cases: ap model and ar model. Thep model
assumes that only pions are produced directly. On the other hand, ther model assumes that onlyr mesons are
produced directly and they decay into pions. A good overall fit to experimental data from DESY PETRA to
CERN LEP energy regions is obtained fordy ranging from 0.6 to 1.2 in thep model. We find that the BECs
play a very important role in reproducing various correlation data. In some correlation data, resonance effects
and conservation laws are also important.@S0556-2821~99!00201-5#





















































With the increase in energies of accelerators, accu
data on high-multiplicity events at high energies have
cently been provided. This makes it possible to analyze c
relations and fluctuations such as the Bose-Einstein corr
tions ~BECs! @1# and the intermittency@2,3# in detail. These
correlations and fluctuations of produced particles are ra
new tools to study multiparticle production. By analyzin
them, one may be able to extract useful information on
space-time size of the particle production region and the p
duction mechanism@1#. Correlations and fluctuations ma
also provide a clear signal of quark gluon plasma format
expected in high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. On
other hand, multiparticle production is a phenomenon
served commonly in various reactions such ase1e2 annihi-
lations, lepton-hadron deep inelastic interactions, hadr
hadron interactions, and nucleus-nucleus collisions. A la
amount of correlation data has been accumulated on var
reactions. It has been found that there are some unive
characteristics which are independent of the reaction t
while some other properties depend on it. Phenomenolog
models which can describe some crucial properties of m
particle correlations will be very useful for systematic inve
tigations of those characteristics caused by correlations
fluctuations.
The BECs have lately attracted considerable attention
particular, because they may give information on the spa
time structure of hadronic source and they may cause la
fluctuations of particle density in the phase space. Althou
many existing phenomenological models have not ta
BECs into account completely yet, there are some models~or
event generators! which allow computing the two identica
particle correlation functions. In most cases, the BECs
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generated more or less artificially. For example, they are
culated by using~i! the Fourier transformation of the model
source function@4# or ~ii ! the Wigner function@5#, ~iii ! by
weighting every event@6#, or ~iv! by modifying the distribu-
tion of momentum difference of identical particle pairs
each event@7#. However, some of those models cannot d
scribe the BECs in a single event. Motivated by those c
siderations, we would like to propose a new statistical mod
It is constructed by the maximum entropy method@8,9# and
two versions of the model, thep model and ther model are
applied toe1e2 annihilation in this paper. The most chara
teristic point of our model is that the BECs are taken in
account on the quantum statistical level with a characteri
correlation length (dy) defined in the rapidity space.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, our mode
explained and the distribution functions of the final state h
rons are derived. Section III is devoted to the explanation
the simulation method including the procedure of parame
determination. Comparison of results obtained from simu
tion with the experimental data from DESY PETRA
CERN LEP energies is given in Sec. IV. Concluding rema
and discussions are given in Sec. V.
II. STATISTICAL MODEL BASED ON MAXIMUM
ENTROPY METHOD
We first consider thep model; i.e., we assume that onl
pions are produced according to a statistical distribution
system consisting of many pions produced in a single ev
may be decomposed into three subsystems, which consi
like sign pions, that is,p1, p2, and p0 subsystems. For
example, consider ap1 subsystem in the longitudinal phas
space with limited transverse momentum@10#. The longitu-
dinal axis may be identified with the direction of the initi
quark and antiquark produced by the virtual photon in
center of mass system. Then the rapidity space in the lo
tudinal phase space is divided into many cells@11# of equal





























T. OSADA, M. MARUYAMA, AND F. TAKAGI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024in each cell. The probability of findingni p
1s in thei th cell
Pi






The summation indexni runs from 0 to infinity because o
the Bose-Einstein statistics. The meanp1 multiplicity and














~ni ! . ~3!
Heree i is the energy of ap
1 in the i th cell:




ymin52 lnFAs1As24mT22mT G , ~6!
whereyi is the central rapidity value of thei th cell, ymin is
the kinematical minimum value of rapidity, mT
5A^pT&21mp2 is the mean transverse mass, andAs is the
total center of mass energy. The same argument applie
both p2 andp0 subsystems. Therefore the mean multipli




where^nch& is the mean charged multiplicity. The most pro
able distributionPi
(ni ) for the p1 subsystem can be dete
mined by the maximum entropy method which is we
known in information theory@8#. According to a statistica
picture, particles will distribute in the phase space in suc
way that every possible state is realized with the same p
ability. This method has been applied in many fields in s
ence including multiparticle production phenomenolog







~ni ! . ~9!
This S has the maximum value whenPi
(ni ) is a constant,
so-called equala priori probabilities, which does not depen
on i and ni . It is noted here that the probabilityPi
(ni ) does
not depend onPj







1s in the i th cell andnj p
1s in the j th cell
simultaneouslyPi , j




~nj ! . ~10!
The entropyS should be maximized with the constrain
which correspond to the normalization Eq.~1!, the mean
multiplicity Eq. ~2! and the mean energy Eq.~3! of the sub-
systems. For that purpose we considerF defined below in-
stead ofS by introducing Lagrange multipliersl1



























~ni !2^E1& D .
~11!
By requiring that the variation ofF is vanishing, one obtains
Pi
~ni !5
eni ~m2e i !/T
Zi
. ~12!
Here, the Lagrange multipliersl1
i , l2 , andl3 are rewritten
in terms of the partition functionZi , the ‘‘partition’’ tem-
peratureT @12#, and the ‘‘chemical’’ potentialm:
e211l1
i
512e~m2e i !/T[1/Zi , ~13!
l25m/T, ~14!
l3521/T. ~15!
The parametersT and m are determined uniquely for give
^E1& and^n1& and they play a dominant role in reproducin
the gross features of data on single particle spectra.
probability distribution functions forp2 andp0 subsystems
are the same asPi
(ni ) for p1 subsystem. The parameterdy is
determined by fitting to data on the second order fluctuati
of multiplicity.
In order to study the resonance effect, we also cons
another extreme case calledr model where it is assumed tha
only r mesons are produced in the same way as pions in
p model. In ther model, one must take the spin degree
freedom into account. Ar meson system is decomposed in
nine subsystems:r1↑, r1→, r1↓, r0↑, r0→, r0↓, r2↑,
r2→, andr2↓, where↑, →, and↓ denote the three eigen
states of the spinSz511, 0, and21, respectively. The par
tition temperatureTr , the ‘‘chemical potential’’mr , and the
cell sizedyr in the r model are determined so as to repr


































STATISTICAL MODEL ANALYSIS OF MULTIPARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024second order fluctuations of multiplicity.~The decay proces
of r meson will be discussed in Sec. III B!
III. METHOD OF SIMULATION
The method of generating events based on thep model
and ther model is explained in this section.
A. p model
Events generating procedures are divided into three st
The first step is determination of the parametersm and T.
The second step isdy search with trial events. By usin
these determined parameters, the final simulations are
ecuted in the third step.
Step 1: Determination of the parametersm and T. To
determine the values ofT and m, we solve the following



























where observed value is used for the mean charged m
plicity ^nch&. It should be noted here thatm andT are deter-
mined as functions ofdy, i.e., m5m(dy), T5T(dy).
Step 2: Generation of trial events and determination
the parameterdy.
~1! In order to avoid a possible artifact due to a particu
cell location, we now take the central valueyi of the i th cell
asyi5ymin1(i2
1
21r)dy, wherer is a homogeneous random
number between 0 and 1.
~2! The p1, p0, andp2 subsystems are generated in
cells in the rapidity space according to the probability dis
butionPi
(ni ) with a trial dy, m(dy), andT(dy). When a pion
is produced in a certain cell, its rapidity is assigned by us
a random number so that pions distribute homogeneous
that cell. This smearing of pion rapidity causes slig
changes of̂ nch& andAs in comparison with the result of th
step 1. We readjust the values ofm andT to reproduce cor-
rectly the mean multiplicity and the ‘‘mean’’ energy of th
system.
~3! Charge conservation is demanded event by ev
Events are discarded if the charge conservation is violat


















Here^pT& denotes the observed mean transverse momen
at eachAs. The azimuthal anglew of the transverse momen
tum is distributed at random between 0 and 2p. The trans-
verse momenta generated in this way are assigned to
pions independent of their rapidities. A four momentum o
pion is then given as
pm5~Amp2 1pT2 coshy, pTcosw,
pTsin w, Amp2 1pT2 sinh y). ~19!
~5! Approximate energy-momentum conservation is a
required. For energy conservation, we set an energy wind
with width 6dE aroundAs. For momentum conservation
we also set the longitudinal and the transverse momen
windows with widths6dPL anddPT , respectively, around
0 total momentum. The total energyEtot , the longitudinal
component of the total momentumPL and the transverse
componentPT are evaluated in every event. An event












As an example, the distribution ofEtot and the applied en-
ergy window forAs534.5 GeV are shown in Fig. 1. One ha
to take the window size as small as possible to keep
quality of conservation law while one would like to take it a
large as possible to save the computation time. Thus one
to determine an optimum value of window size. We decid
FIG. 1. Total energy of events generated for the mean t
energy ^Etot&5As534.5 GeV and the energy window of the fu
width 2dE50.4As.4-3
T. OSADA, M. MARUYAMA, AND F. TAKAGI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024FIG. 2. Comparison of the results of thep model with the experimental data on theycut dependence ofDch
2 /^nch&
2 for ~a! As















a-to take dE50.2As and dPL50.2pmax, where pmax is the
maximum value of the c.m. momentum carried by a pion.
the way, we found that some physical quantities, e.g.,
dispersion of the multiplicity distributions are rather sen
tive to dE when dE is large. We have confirmed that th
strongdE dependence disappears whendE50.2As, which
implies that the physical observables are insensitive todE if
dE<0.2As. For pT conservation, we use a multiplicity de
pendent window sizedPT5An11n01n2^pT&.
~6! The jet axis, thrust or sphericity, is determined eve
by event. New four components of a momentum vector o
pion are calculated by referring to this jet axis.
~7! The value of the parameterdy is determined by fitting
to appropriate experimental data which are sensitive tody.
We have used the rapidity interval dependence ofDch
2 /^nch&
2
for the fitting. Here,Dch5A^nch2 &2^nch&2.
Step 3: Final event generation.A sufficiently large num-
ber of events are generated using the probability distribu
Pi
(ni ) with m, T, anddy determined in the preceding steps
Final results of those parameters are shown in Table I
the results of the fitting are shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!, where
ycut is the half size of the rapidity interval@2ycut,ycut#. Ex-
perimental data are taken from Refs.@13,14#. As shown in
Table I, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.2 are chosen as the values of thedy
at As514.0, 34.5, and 91.2 GeV, respectively. In the det
mination of the best fit valuedy, we have put a specia
TABLE I. Best fit values ofm, T, anddy for variousAs with
the observed values of^nch& and ^pT& used in thep model.
As @GeV# dy m @GeV# T @GeV# ^nch& ^pT& @GeV#
14.0 0.60 21.71 2.47 9.30 0.334
22.0 0.70 22.43 4.26 11.30 0.377
34.5 0.80 23.08 5.75 13.59 0.422
43.6 0.85 23.77 7.83 15.08 0.446








weight on the data point forycut5ymax in order to reproduce
the multiplicity distribution for full phase space as precise
as possible. It should be noted thatycut dependence of the
Dch
2 /^nch&
2, a kind of second order fluctuations of the partic
density in the rapidity space, is reproduced well.
B. r model
The parametersTr , mr , anddyr in the r model are de-
termined in a way similar to thep model. The results are
given in Table II.
Now we discuss the decay ofr mesons, e.g.,r1
→p1p0. Rapidities have to be assigned to each pion p
duced from oner meson of some rapidity r . In the rest
frame of ther meson, the maximum and the minimum r
pidities of the two pions produced by ther meson are given





Ed5Apd21mp2 , pd5AM r2/42mp2 , ~23!
andM r andmp are the masses of ther andp mesons. We
use the following Breit-Wiger formf (M r) as the invariant






TABLE II. Values of the parameters in ther model.
As @GeV# dyr dyp mr @GeV# Tr @GeV#
14.0 1.20 0.60 23.61 3.05
34.5 1.60 0.80 210.64 9.00
91.2 2.40 1.20 217.34 20.274-4






























notwheremr5770 MeV andG5150 MeV.
To impose the Bose-Einstein correlations between
charge pions, we use an ‘‘enhancement factor’’ meth
When a parentr meson has a rapidityr , we divide the
longitudinal rapidity interval@yr2yd ,yr1yd# into K cells
of equal sizedyp . Here we takedyp5dy. In order to de-
termine the cell to which a pion, sayp1, belongs, we intro-




for i th cell, ~25!
whereni
1 andN1 are the number ofp1s already produced
in the i th cell and that in the interval@yr2yd ,yr1yd#, re-
spectively. Transverse momentapW T1 andpW T2 are assigned to
the two pions, in the same way as in thep model. To repro-
duce the invariant mass of the parentr mesonM r , the azi-




2 12~e1e22pL1pL22upW T1uupW T2ucosDf!,
~26!
e i5Amp2 1upW Ti2 ucoshyi , ~27!
pLi5Amp2 1upW Ti2 usinh yi for i 51 or 2. ~28!
IV. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this chapter we compare the results of event simula
with experimental data. We investigate effects of charge
energy-momentum conservations and also the resonanc
fect by comparing the results fromp andr models. 20 000
events of multiparticle production ine1e2 annihilation have
been generated for both thep model and ther model at each
energyAs514.0, 34.5, and 91.2 GeV. We use the expe
mental data reported by the TASSO Collaboration@13,15–






and ALEPH Collaborations@21,22# for 91.2 GeV. We
present all results obtained from thep model. When signifi-
cant differences are found between the two models,
present also the result of ther model.
A. Multiplicity distributions
Charged multiplicity distributionsP(nch) are shown in
Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. The experimental data@13,14# are well re-
produced by ourp model. This is reasonable because t
mean multiplicity and dispersion of the multiplicity distribu
tion are used in the determination of the model parameter
should be noted, however, that our model is able to pre
the detailed shape of the multiplicity distribution at each e
ergy. We also investigate the multiplicity distribution i
terms of Koba-Nielsen-Olesen~KNO! variable. Our model
gives good scaling behavior for both the full phase sp
@see Fig. 4~a!# and small rapidity windows~not shown!. The
ycut dependence of the multiplicity distribution is reproduc
correctly as shown in Fig. 4~b!. Note that our results are
approximately consistent with the negative binom
distributions.1
1Various models have been proposed to explain observed m
plicity distributions which can be fitted well by the negative bin
mial distributions. For the latest work, see, for example, the pa
by Becattiniet al. @23#. They propose a thermodynamical model
describe the multiplicity distributions in the full phase space
e1e2 annihilation. In their model, multiple production takes pla
via two steps, i.e., production of primary hadrons from therm
sources and subsequent decay into lowest lying hadrons. As in
mation on the longitudinal phase space is not taken into accoun
their model, it does not provide a mean to calculate various dis
butions and correlations in the limited phase space which are
main concerns of the present paper. In our statistical model ba
on the maximum entropy method, it is implicitly assumed that d
tributions and correlations will be insensitive to the details of t
dynamics in the early stage of the collision process. Thus we do


























T. OSADA, M. MARUYAMA, AND F. TAKAGI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024Dependence of multiplicity distributions ondy has al-
ready been demonstrated in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!. Decreasingdy
reduces the dispersion of the multiplicity distribution. Co
servation laws also affect the multiplicity distribution. In a
dition to ‘‘full conservation’’ event for which both energy
momentum and charge conservation are imposed, we h
also generated events with ‘‘only charge conservatio
‘‘only energy-momentum conservation,’’ or ‘‘no conserv
tion’’ by imposing only charge conservation or only energ
momentum conservation or none of them in order to inv
tigate the effects of conservation laws.2 It is found that the
charge conservation causes the broadening of the multipl
distribution, while the effect of energy conservation is opp
FIG. 4. ~a! KNO scaling of the multiplicity distributions in thep
model at energiesAs514.0, 34.5, and 91.2 GeV.~b! Comparison of
the p model ~solid line! with the experimental data for energyAs






site as shown in Fig. 5. The effect of energy-moment
conservation is stronger than that of charge conservation
We have investigated the charge correlations due
charge conservation. For this purpose, we consider the ra




is the dispersion of thep1 multiplicity distribution,















where use was made of the equality^n1&5^n2&. If there is




2 &. On the
other hand, if there is no correlation betweenn1 and n2 ,




fore, it is obvious thatDch
2 /2D1
2 52 for ycut5ymax. On the
other hand, one can expect thatDch
2 /2D1
2 51 for very small
ycut because the correlation due to charge conservation
be maximally weakened whenycut is small. Those expecta
tions are indeed realized by our simulation as shown in F
6. The correlation measureDch
2 /2D1
2 increases linearly from
about unity asycut increases and then tends to saturate at
value 2 for ycut>3.5. The slope of the linear rise may b
regarded as a measure of local charge conservation. Un
tunately, it appears that corresponding experimental data
not available at present. We therefore urge experimenta
to provide such data.
2It should be noted here that both energy-momentum and ch
conservations hold on average even in events with no conserva
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The single particle rapidity distributions are calculat
and the results are shown in Fig. 7. Our model reprodu
the experimental data@15# except for the observed dip struc
ture at y>0.3 In particular, the energy dependence of t
central height is reproduced correctly by our model. A
though our model produces a dip aty50 in qualitative
agreement with experimental data, it is too deep and
narrow. Furthermore it tends to diminish asA increases.
This tendency appears opposite to what is observed ex
3The result of our model is systematically larger than TASSO d
at As514.0 and 34.5 GeV, because integration of thedn/dy data
reported by TASSO is smaller than the reported mean multiplic
FIG. 6. ~a! Prediction of charge correlationDch
2 /2D1
2 for As







mentally. This situation does not change even if one uses
r model. The discrepancy may be due to the fact that th
jet events are not included in our model.4 By the way, we
found that the dip is not reproduced if one uses the spheri
instead of the thrust to define the jet axis. We have a
confirmed that the rapidity distribution is insensitive to bo
conservation laws and the value ofdy.
C. Rapidity dependence of the mean transverse momentum
There are interesting experimental data on the rapid
dependence of the mean transverse momentum^pT(y)& @15#.
The observed̂pT(y)& is almost constant in the central regio
while it decreases asy approaches the kinematical limit a
shown in Fig. 8~a!. On the other hand, transverse momentu
of a pion is generated according to the exponential form
~18! with y-independent mean transverse momentum^pT& in
our model. Therefore, it is very interesting to see if o
model can reproduce the observedy ependence of the mea
transverse momentum. The result of our model is shown
compared with data in Fig. 8~a!. Our model reproduces cor
rectly the observedy dependence of the mean transver
momentum. Therefore, one can conclude that the observy
dependence is totally due to kinematical reasons. To con
this conclusion, we have calculated^pT(y)& for events gen-
erated without energy-momentum conservation and/or w
out assigning the thrust axis. The result for 34.5 GeV
shown in Fig. 8~b!. It is clearly seen that the energy
momentum conservation is most responsible for reproduc




4This dip structure had been investigated by TASSO Collabo
tion @15#. They report their analyses using the Lund-string mo
@24# and the independent jet model@25#.
FIG. 7. Rapidity distributiondN/dy for As514.0, 34.5, and
91.2 GeV in thep model ~open squares!. Experimental data for
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We study the scaled factorial moments in order to inv
tigate the fluctuations of particle density in the rapid
space. The following two kinds of scaled factorial mome
are used for comparison with experimental data.
The factorial moments are evaluated for the multiplic
of particles produced in the rapidity windowy0<y<y0
1DY. The rapidity window is divided into M bins of equa
size DY/M . WhenN particles are produced in the windo
while km particles are found in themth bin, the ‘‘exclusive’’






N~N21!¯~N2 i 11! L , ~29!
where angular brackets mean an event average with fixeN.
The ‘‘inclusive’’ scaled factorial moment used in many li






^N& i L , ~30!
FIG. 8. ~a! Rapidity dependence of the mean transverse mom
tum ^pT& for As514.0, 34.5, and 91.2 GeV.~b! Effect of the thrust
axis and/or the energy-momentum conservation for energyAs
534.5 GeV.01402-
t
where the angular brackets now means an event averag
distributedN. BothFi
ex andFi
in are equal to unity if there are
only statistical fluctuations~a binomial distribution forFi
ex or
a Poisson distribution forFi
in). On the other hand, the Bose
Einstein distribution@Eq. ~12!# gives a typical example o
nonstatistical fluctuations. It is the multiplicity distribution i
a single cell of sizedy in our model, corresponding toM
'DY/dy. In this case the inclusive factorial moments of t




















51.5 ~ for charged particles!. ~32!
For As534.5 GeV, one can investigate the fluctuations in
single cell, i.e., fluctuations induced by pure Bose-Einst
distributions@cf. Eq ~32!# at M55 sincedy50.8 andDY
54.0. Our simulation givesF2
in(M55)'1.27, andF2
in(M
.16)'1.38. The reduction from 1.5 can be attributed to t
smearing due to varying cell location~cf. item 1 of step 2 of




when all the conservation laws are not imposed.
Now the results are compared with experimental d
@16,21# for both exclusive and inclusive factorial moments
Figs. 9 and 10. Our results approximately reproduce the
perimental data. In particular, the agreement is very good
As534.5 GeV. In our model, the parameterdy plays a cru-
cial role in reproducing the bin size dependence of the f
torial moments. AsM increases from unity, the factorial mo
ments increase due to the BECs and then start to saturat
M.DY/dy.5 In this sense, the parameterdy in our model
may be interpreted as an effective correlation length in
rapidity space due to the BECs. Our results show that
BECs considerably contribute to the increase of the sca
factorial moments~the so-called intermittency!. However, at
As591.2 GeV our results of both exclusive and inclusi
factorial moment systematically underestimate compa
5The TASSO Collaboration compared their data@16# ~exclusive
factorial moments atAs534.5 GeV) with results of various even
simulators of multiparticle production model: the Webber mod
the Hoyer model, and the Lund model versions 6.2 and 6.3~see the
references cited in@16#!. Those models can also roughly reprodu
the experimental data. The BECs are not taken into account w
cascade processes are included in them.
n-4-8
STATISTICAL MODEL ANALYSIS OF MULTIPARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024FIG. 9. The exclusive factorial moment for~a! As514.0,~b! 34.5 GeV, and~c! 91.2 GeV in thep model~solid line!. Experimental data

























with experimental data for all orders. This underestimat
becomes remarkable as the order of the moment increas
may be due to three jets events at high energy not taken
account in our calculation.6 At CERN e1e2 collider LEP
energy, events with three jets take place with a signific
probability.
E. Bose-Einstein correlations
Here the results for the Bose-Einstein correlation fu
tions are compared with data atAs534.5@17# and 91.2 GeV
@19,22#. The following correlation functionsC(Q) @or
C(Q2)] are used for this analysis:
C~Q!5N66~Q!/Nref~Q! or C~Q2!5N66~Q2!/Nref~Q2!,
~33!
where N66(Q) @or N66(Q2)] is the number of like sign
pairs with four momentum differenceQ25(p12p2)
2 or Q
5AQ2. The so-called reference sample, the denomina
Nref is the number of pairs without Bose-Einstein corre
tions. TASSO and ALEPH collaboration use the number
unlike sign pairs asNref. ‘‘Mixed pair reference’’ is also
used by ALEPH. In this case, a pair is taken from differe
events. Our results of both thep and ther models are shown
in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. We also present ene
dependence of the BECs correlation functionC(Q) in Figs.
13~a! for the p model and in Fig. 13~b! for the r model.
Our model produces a characteristic enhancemen
C(Q)@C(Q2)# in the smallQ(Q2) region. The result of the
r model is in better agreement with experimental data t
the p model for the whole region ofQ2. We found that the
6In respect of this point, it is interesting to note that the obser
violation of the negative binomial behavior in the full phase spa
of e1e2 annihilation is well understood as the weighted superpo












enhancement of the correlation functionC(Q)@C(Q2)#
strongly depends on the size ofdy. Whendy becomes large,
the slope of the correlation function becomes small. Ifdy is
larger than the rapidity interval for the full phase space, i
dy>2ymax, the correlation function has noQ dependence,
C(Q)[2. On the contrary whendy approaches to zero, th
slope of the correlation function becomes large andC(Q)
approaches to unity forQ.0.
Although our model has no explicit information on th
space-time structure of particle emission points, we can
tract the size and the lifetime of the particle sources by fitt
a theoretical formula to the result with mixed pair referen
from our simulation. Here we use the following fitting fo
mula for Q.5 MeV/c:
C~Q!5c@11l exp~2RQ!#, ~34!
C~Q2!5c@11l exp~2R2Q2!#, ~35!
where c is the normalization constant,l is the so-called
chaoticity parameter, andR is the size parameter. We do no
use data forQ,5 MeV/c in the fitting because the statistica
errors are very large there.
In Table III, the results of the fitting at various energi
are summarized for both thep and ther models. With in-
creasing energy of the system,R decreases whilel tends to
increase. We find thatR in ther model is larger than that in
thep model. We also try to extract the longitudinal sizeRL ,
transverse sizeRT , and lifetime t by using the following




























25upW T12pW T2u2 and DE5ue1
2e2u. The results are presented in Table IV. The source
decreases with increasingAs, while the life time is almost
independent ofAs. It is reasonable thatC(QT) has no strong
QT dependence because the BECs are not taken into acc
in the transverse momentum space in our model.
The value of the normalization constantc may be under-
stood as follows. The number of unlike charged pairs a
that of ~11! pairs for largeQ may be proportional to~sta-
tistical! combinatorial numberŝn1n2& and ^n1(n121)&,
respectively. Therefore the asymptotic value of the corre













where we have used charge conservation in deriving the
ond line. Equation ~38! with the approximation ^n1
2 &
;^n1&
2 and the experimental values of^nch&(52^n1&)
yields c50.785, 0.855, and 0.901 forAs514.0, 34.5, and
91.2 GeV, respectively in qualitative agreement with the
sult given in Table III.
We also investigate the influence of the charge a
energy-momentum conservation on the Bose-Einstein co
lations. Both energy-momentum conservation and cha
conservation reduce the values of the correlation function
the wholeQ ~or Q2) range as shown in Fig. 14. The effect
charge conservation is stronger than that of ener
momentum conservation. If ‘‘no conservation’’ events a
used,C(Q) approaches to a larger constant asQ increases.
As mentioned in Section III B, the BECs in ther-model
are imposed for like-charged pions by using the enhan













FIG. 11. Comparisons of the results forC(Q2) from thep and
r models with the experimental data for~a! As534.5 GeV and~b!
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duce the BECs substantially by puttingi
15N150 in Eq.
~25! as shown in Fig. 15.
F. Two-particle rapidity correlations
We investigate the two-particle correlations in terms
rapidity variables in detail. The experimental data repor
by TASSO Collaboration@17# at As534.5 GeV is used in
comparison with our calculations. When the two-particles
typea andb ~for example,a,b5p1,p2) have rapiditiesy1
and y2 , respectively, the two particle rapidity correlatio
function R2
(a,b)(y1 ,y2) is defined as follows:
FIG. 12. The same as in Fig. 11 forAs591.2 GeV with the




FIG. 13. Energy dependence ofC(Q) with mixed pair reference
in the ~a! p model and~b! r model.TABLE III. The results ofR, l, andc in the p and ther models.
As @GeV# model function R@ fm# l c
14.0
p (dy50.6)
Gaussian 0.560.02 0.46 0.02 0.8460.00
Exponential 0.7260.04 0.66 0.02 0.8360.00
r
(dyr51.2) Gaussian 0.7760.04 0.2860.01 0.8560.00
(dyp50.6) Exponential 1.1760.09 0.4360.03 0.8560.00
34.5
p (dy50.8)
Gaussian 0.5060.02 0.5860.02 0.9060.00
Exponential 0.6260.02 0.8360.02 0.8860.00
r
(dyr51.6) Gaussian 0.610.02 0.3960.01 0.9160.00
(dyp50.8) Exponential 0.8060.04 0.5460.02 0.9160.00
91.2
p (dy51.2)
Gaussian 0.360.01 0.6260.02 0.96 0.01
Exponential 0.4260.01 0.9260.01 0.9160.00
r
(dyr52.4) Gaussian 0.4860.01 0.3460.01 0.96 0.00
(dyp51.2) Exponential 0.6360.02 0.4960.01 0.9560.004-11
ty
T. OSADA, M. MARUYAMA, AND F. TAKAGI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024TABLE IV. The results ofRL , RT , and t in the p model. Corresponding results of the chaotici
parameterslL , lT , andlt are also presented.
As @GeV# RL@ fm# lL RT@ fm# lT t @fm# lt
14.0 0.5560.03 0.3260.02 0.2960.16 0.0760.03 0.2060.00 0.2060.01






















wherer (a,b)(y1 ,y2) andr
(a)(y1) is the two particle density




















dab5H 1 for a5b,0 for aÞb,
0 when particle type is not distinguished,
~43!
andna andnb are the multiplicities ofa andb, respectively.
Instead of usingR2
(a,b)(y1 ,y2), in practical measurement
by TASSO Collaboration, they use










whereytrigg refers to a rapidity interval (ya ,yb). These trig-
ger rapidity intervals are trigger I (25.50<y<22.50), trig-
ger II (22.50<y<21.50), trigger III (21.50<y<
20.75), and trigger IV (20.75<y<20.00). First we in-
vestigate a case where sign of charge is not distinguished
hencedab50. The results are compared with experiment
data in Figs. 16~a!–16~d!. The experimental data are ap
proximately reproduced by the simulation for every trigge
regions. Although our model predicts a negative correlati
for large y (y>2) in the trigger I, a positive correlation is
reported by TASSO. For the trigger regions II, III, and IV
calculated correlation functions show positive bumps arou
the trigger rapidity interval in agreement with experimen
The effect is apparently caused by the BECs.
For confirmation, we calculate the two-particle rapidit
correlation R11(y,ytrigg) and R
12(y,ytrigg). See Figs.
17~a!–17~d!. The clear positive correlations are seen near t
trigger rapidities in the correlation functionR(11)(y1 ,y2).
On the other hand, such positive correlations are absen
R(12)(y1 ,y2). From these investigations, one can conclud
that the BECs~identical particle effect! plays a crucial role in
an enhancement of theR11(y,ytrigg) near the trigger rapidity
ytrigg . The correlation functions are also affected by the e
fects ofr meson production and their decay. Results of ther
model are shown in Fig. 18. It is found that ther model
gives better agreement with experimental data than thep
model for all trigger rapidity intervals.
There are some discrepancies between the model re
for R(y,ytrigg) and the data as most evidently seen in Fi
FIG. 15. The role of the enhancement factor in ther model.4-12
STATISTICAL MODEL ANALYSIS OF MULTIPARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024FIG. 16. Comparison of the result from thep model with experimental data on the two-particle rapidity correlation functionR(y,ytrigg)



















r-16~a!. The situation is qualitatively the same in both thep
and r models. This is an indication that there are unkno
long range as well as short range correlations besides BE
e.g., those due to higher resonances and/or three jets.
In analogy toC(Q), another two-particle rapidity corre
lation function can be defined by using the rapidity defere





This function allows us to measure the size of the mo
parameterdy. We expect that slope ofC̃(Dy) will change at
Dy'dy. In this paper, we assume thatdy is independent of
y. This assumption can be checked by measuringC̃(Dy) in
various rapidity regions. We strongly urge experimentali
to measureC̃(Dy). Our prediction for this correlation func
tion is shown in Figs. 19~a!–19~c!.
G. Forward-backward correlations
Finally we compare the results of the forward-backwa





perimentally that there are weak~positive! correlations be-
tween the multiplicitynB in the backward hemisphere an
the mean multiplicity^nF& in the forward hemisphere. Th
direction of the forward or backward hemispheres is assig
at random in the simulation. The comparison of our resu
with experimental data is shown in Fig. 20. It is found th
our model reproduces well experimental data for everyAs.
This correlation is usually parametrized by a linear form
^nF&5a1bnB . ~46!
The values of the parametersa andb extracted from thep
model and the corresponding experimental values are g
in Table V.
The correlation strengthb depends on the size ofdy.
Whendy becomes large, the correlation strengthb also be-
comes large. When the multiplicity distribution is extreme
narrow, the correlation strengthb is negative. For example
if the multiplicity distribution is delta function typeP(nch)
5d(nch2^nch&), the correlation strengthb is 21. Note that
the dispersion of the multiplicity distribution is also sensiti
to the size ofdy. Increase ofdy enhances the dispersion o
the multiplicity distribution. This enhancement of the dispe
sion also increases the correlation strengthb. We found that4-13
T. OSADA, M. MARUYAMA, AND F. TAKAGI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024FIG. 17. The two-particle rapidity correlation functionsR11(y,ytrigg) and R
12(y,ytrigg) in the p model for As534.5 GeV with~a!




































rre-the forward-backward correlation is not significantly affect
by the energy-momentum conservation.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have investigated various correlations and fluctuati
observed in multiparticle production ine1e2 annihilation by
using a new statistical model constructed on the basis of
maximum entropy method. This model allows us to inves
gate the crucial roles of the Bose-Einstein correlatio
~BECs! in multiparticle production phenomena. The mod
has three parametersT, m, anddy. The ‘‘partition’’ tempera-
ture T and the ‘‘chemical’’ potentialm characterize the
single particle spectra. The BECs are characterized by
third parameterdy. Based on this model we have co
structed two kinds of event generators which correspond
two extreme cases. One case is thep model which assume
that all pions are produced directly, i.e.,1e2→pp¯ . The
other is ther model where it is assumed that all pions a
produced via the decay ofr mesons, i.e.,e1e2→rr¯
→pp¯ . In the course of the event generation, ener
momentum and charge conservations are imposed by e
selection. Thus we can study the effects on single part
spectra and correlations caused by these conservation













Various kinds of the experimental data on single parti
spectra and many particle correlations are well reprodu
by our model. We have compared the results obtained fr
our simulations with experimental data on multiplicity distr
butions, rapidity distributions, and rapidity dependence
the mean transverse momentum. For many particle corr
tions, we compare our calculations with experimental data
factorial moments, Bose-Einstein correlations, two-parti
rapidity correlations and forward-backward correlations. W
have also calculated the charge correlations in the rapi
space. We hope experimentalists will measure this obs
able.
Our results for all observables on correlations, includi
the dispersion of the multiplicity distributions, exhibit
strongdy dependence. We found thatdy plays an essentia
role in explaining the behavior of some two-particle corre
tion functions, scaled factorial moments, and so on. Once
value of the parameterdy is determined by fitting our resul
on the rapidity dependence of the dispersion of the multip
ity distribution to that of the experimental data, other cor
lation and fluctuation data are systematically reproduced
using the samedy value. The parameterdy may correspond
to an effective correlation length~in the rapidity space! of the
BECs. Constancy of the size of thedy in the whole rapidity
space is the most characteristic point in our model. T
simple assumption may be checked by measuring the co4-14
STATISTICAL MODEL ANALYSIS OF MULTIPARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024FIG. 18. Comparison of the results of ther model with experimental data on the two-particle rapidity correlation functionR(y,ytrig) at
As534.5 GeV for~a! trigger I @25.50,22.50#, ~b! trigger II @22.50,21.50#, ~c! trigger III @21.50,20.75#, and~d! trigger IV @20.75,0.00#.n he
.
FIG. 19. Predictions for the two-particle rapidity correlatio
function C̃(Dy) for As514.0, 34.5, and 91.2 GeV.01402FIG. 20. Comparison of the forward-backward correlation in t
























T. OSADA, M. MARUYAMA, AND F. TAKAGI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014024lation C̃(Dy) at various rapidity regions. There are possib
ties that it depends on the rapidityy and/or the multiplicity.
In Bose-Einstein correlations and two-particle rapid
correlations, in particular, we observe a clear difference
tween the prediction from thep model and that from ther
model. We found that ther model gives better agreeme
with those experimental data than thep model. This means
that two-particle correlations are sensitive to production a
TABLE V. The results of the parameters which characterize
forward-backward correlation. The experimental values are give
the parentheses.
As @GeV# a b
14.0 (dy50.60) 4.36 0.054 (0.08560.014)
34.5 (dy50.80) 6.18 0.074 (0.08960.003)





decay processes of resonances and experimental dat
those observables suggest that there are significant cont
tion from resonance decay. No significant difference betw
the p model and ther model is observed in the single pa
ticle spectra and other correlation data.
Finally, we would like to point out two important aspec
of our model. First, we would like to emphasize that t
BECs are incorporated on event-by-event basis in our mo
It thus provides a useful theoretical tool for event-by-eve
analysis of the BECs. This is an important feature of o
model not shared by any other event generators. Sec
information on the space-time structure of multiparticle p
duction is apparently not contained in our statistical mod
Nevertheless, it gives the BECs from which one can extr
the information on the ‘‘apparent’’ source size and the ch
ticity. It thus appears that the information on the space-ti
structure is ‘‘hidden’’ in our model. The fundamental param
eterdy may have some relevance to the question.
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